Slipway Trailer SW30-35
The Hydrotrans hydraulic boat trailer is designed
to launch and recover boats on a slipway,
transport the boats over land and park them in a
storage or work area.
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Slipway trailer
The Hydrotrans SW30-35 can be pulled by a reach
truck or an agricultural tractor. It uses the hydraulic
capacity of the tow vehicle for all the hydraulic
functions. The boat is lifted by 4 hydraulic pads with
soft pads on them to avoid damaging the hull. The
front of the boat is supported by the crossbeam with
also a soft pad on it to avoid damage. For sailboats
an adaptor is available.
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Trailer frame
The width of the trailer frame and the height are
hydraulic adjustable. The pads and drawbar are
hydraulically adjustable.
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SW 30-35
The Hydrotrans SW30-35 slipway trailer
is also suitable for transporting boats on
T-cradle’s. The solid or pneumatic tires of
the SW35 offer optimal security through any
terrain capable of carrying the load.

SAE specifications and warranty
The Hydrotrans SW30-35 is built according to
CE-regulations and is tested at the factory
before shipment. All Hydrotrans equipment
can be built to SAE specifications and carry
a 1 year warranty.
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Technical specifications

Dimensions

Open U-designed frame with adjustable
width, heith and length.

Height on pads
Height on front
Distance between
centre of pads
Lifting height frame
Lifting height pads

Capacity
Wheels
Drawbar
Pads

30.000 - 35.000 kg
8 solid tires
2,0 mtr. extendable
4 polyurethane pads
930x320 mm
Hydraulic cylinders high quality cylinders
with safety valves built-in
Paint system
300 Microns total 2
coats epoxy primer and
2 coats 2 component
topcoat
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765 mm
385 mm
1420-2820 mm
500 mm
400 mm
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